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How Are Macroeconomists Doing on ‘Reality’?

- **Larry Summers**
  - FT interview in 2011
    - In the crisis, standard macro models were useless

- **Recent Brookings Panel Discussion**
  - Little progress since 2008 in modeling events like the crisis
    - Contagion from Lehmann Bros to Israel???
    - "Network analysis": No connections Lehmann ⇄ Israel

- **Looking forward right now:**
  - Would failed debt ceiling brinksmanship trigger another panic?
    - My best guess: probably not
  - But in 2008, many economists thought letting Lehmann fail would be a non-event
  - We still do not have a handle on how to model expectations
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At root, every paper this year was about “expectations” (‘E’)
- At center of macroeconomics since Keynes...
- “Identical Model-Consistent Expectations” (‘IMC_E’)
  - (Better description than “Rational”)
  - For some model of the economy \( m \):
    - (... (Everybody believes (Everybody believes \( m \)))
  - Usually: Identical circumstances (wealth, income, uncertainty)
    - Representative Agent (RA)
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- Need to whittle down to small set of canonical models . . .
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‘The End of Alchemy’

Mervyn King (2016); 2017 Feldstein Lecture at NBER

- Views similar to Summers about benchmark models
- Views similar to A&S on centrality of “narratives”
  - Among bankers and central bankers:
  - Many more financial markets are “bank-like” than we thought
- Useful refinement:
  - Your narrative ⇒ your behavior (decision rule/heuristic)
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  - … that can be tested against the same data that reject IMCE
  - How to represent “narratives” quantitatively
  - Nowhere to download “American Economic Narratives Survey”
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Quantitative Representation of A ‘Narrative’?

One Idea

- Generate narratives from alternative IMCE models:
  - Experts have sharply different forecasts of pty growth $\gamma$
  - Generate forecasts that would arise for $\gamma \in [0.0, 2.5]$
- Given a person's measured expectations, impute to them the narrative that most closely fits those expectations
- So, in 1990-91, A&S story would be that $C$ dropped because dominant 'narrative' changed to low pty scenario
- begs the question: Why do narratives change?
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Explicit, quantitative models? Agent Based Modeling

- Many of the pioneers of ABM are at this conference
- Successes
  - Actual contagion (of diseases)
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- Don't invent new model of expectations for every paper!
- At most, recalibrate ‘infectiousness’
  - People gossip more about house prices than inflation rate
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Connection to Heterogeneous Agent (HA) macro models

HA model starting point: Microeconomic models
- Constructed to match measured heterogeneity
  - For example, a consumption model that matches
    - Income dynamics, income inequality, wealth inequality
    - MPC
  - \( \Rightarrow \) decision rules contingent on expectations (‘narrative’)

Macro outcomes:
- Generated by simulating populations of micro agents
- Taking account of feedbacks from macro back to micro
- Expectations are standard IMCE
- HA do much better than RA models on important questions
  - How do fiscal and monetary policy work?
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My Proposal: A Hybrid

What do expectations/narratives do? King (2016) is right:

- Determine your decision rule
  - If $E_t[\Delta p_{t+1}] > x$, $p(\text{buy})$ is higher
  - If $E_t[\Delta p_{t+1}] < x$, $p(\text{sell})$ is higher

Start with HA macro model, and change only one thing:

- Replace IMCE with $E E$
- Keep Rest of the HA Macro Structure
- Including decision rules, contingent on $E$
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  and integrate them with each other

- Suggests new kinds of data that should be collected
  - Ask people why they think what they do (e.g., about $u$)
    - Personal experience (“I remember the last oil price shock”)
    - Conversations with friends and family
    - News stories
    - ???
    - Measure behaviors and expectations on the same survey
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Wealth Inequality

Figure: Distribution of Net Worth (Lorenz Curve)

Solid curve: Distribution of $W$ in the 2004 SCF
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